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Abstract-Given the depth of I4 arbitrary points in a rectangular region of the ocean. 
our team created detailed three-dimensional and two-dimensional grid and contour maps 
that clearly highlighted dangerous shallows. Because the ocean floor was assumed to 
be smooth and wythout cliffs. the team chose to use a smooth surface fitting bicubic 
spline method to interpolate the given data. However. the team needed to first create 
an irregularly spaced I4 x I4 grid in the x-x plane with one grid line passing through 
each of the data points. The unknown points on the grid were approximated using an 
inverse-distance-squared scheme with factors that accounted not only for the depths 
of given data points, but also for trends in the change of depths between any two original 
data points. Once all the irregular grid points were known. either by approximation or 
from the original data. the team ran an I?+lSL bicubic spline subroutine to generate a 
regularly spaced, fine mesh grid of interpolated depths. which were then plotted with 
the aid of a Mathlib graphics program. 
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Given 14 depth measurements cattered randomly throughout a rectangular region of the 
ocean, generate a topological map of the ocean floor. Identify any regions where the depth 
is shallower than 5 ft. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
We made the following general assumptions: 
I. The ocean floor is smooth: there are no cliffs. 
2. Every given data point affects every unknown point; the closer a given data point is 
to an unknown point, the larger the effect. 
3. The change in depth between any two given data points affects every unknown point. 
4. For a particular set of two given data points, the affect of their change in depth on 
a particular unknown point depends on three distances: 
(i) the perpendicular distance between the line connecting the two given points and 
the unknown point, 
(ii) the distance between the closest given point and the unknown point, 
(iii) the distance of separation between the given data points. 
5. For a particular set of two given data points, the affect of their change in depth on 
a particular unknown point proprogates linearly along the line between the two given 
data points. 
6. Every other effect is inversely proportional to the square of its distance from an 
unknown point. 
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ANALYSIS AND MODEL DESIGN 
Since the ocean floor is assumed to be smooth and without cliffs. it is natural to use 
some smooth surface fitting scheme such as the two-dimensional Lagrangian interpolation 
or the bicubic spline method to approximate the ocean floor with the 14 given data points. 
The team chose to use the bicubic spline method because the surface it generates has few 
oscillatory characteristics. 
In order to use bicubic spline interpolation, the depth values must be known at a grid 
of points in the X--)’ plane, whereas we are given 14 randomly spaced data points that do 
not tit any grid. Thus the team’s first step was to create a grid. The easiest way to do 
that was to draw a grid line through each x and y data value, creating an irregularly spaced, 
14 x 14 grid. 
Our next step was to assign a depth to each point on the grid that was not already 
given. It seemed logical that all the known data points should have some effect on the 
unknown grid points, but that closer given points should influence the unknown values 
much more than given data farther away, especially since we knew so little about the 
ocean floor. Therefore, we used a weighted averaging scheme with an inverse of the 
distance-squared weight to place much more emphasis on nearby given data. 
Just using a weighted average to approximate unknown points has the disadvantage 
that it does not account for trends in the given data. Imagine a simple one-dimensional 
example in which two given points Q, and Q1 lie on a line (Fig. 1.). The depth below the 
QZ is 8 ft. The other given point Q, lies 4 ft to the right, and has a depth of 4 ft. If the 
unknown point G were 4 ft further to the right, one would expect the ocean floor to 
continue sloping up and that the unknown grid point G would have a depth less than 4 
ft. Let Z,V be the depth at the unknown point G. Using the weighted average (Fig. 2) 
scheme, we get 
-7 -7 
z = z(Q,, Qz, G)(l/GQ,-) + :CQ,, Qz, G)(IIG@-1 
Y -, (l/GQ,‘) + (l/G&-) 
= 4.8 
where z(Qi, Qi, G), z(&, Ql, G) are the depths at points Q,, Q2, respectively. Using 
a weighted average (Fig. 2), the depth at the unknown point would be somewhere between 
4 and 8 ft, contrary to the expectation of shallower water. 
So one naturally is led to the assumption that the changes in depths between two given 
data points affect the depths at unknown points. Examining the simple one-dimensional 
case again (Fig. 3), the easiest approach would be to calculate the slope of the two given 
points and to linearly extrapolate the depth on either side of the two given points. So if 
Fig. I. Expected Z, < 4. 
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Fig. 2. Using weighted average only, Z, = 
contrary to expectation. 
X 
4.8 > 4. 
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Fig. 3. By linear trend alone. Z, = 0. 
the 4 ft depth at Q, were -I ft to the right of the 8 ft depth, Q2. one would expect an 
unknown point 4 ft further to the right to just meet the surface of the water. Call the depth 
at G due to trend extrapolation z( Q, , Q1, G). The team chose this simple approach. Next, 
suppose we introduce another set of points Q3 and Ql into the same example (Fig. 41, 
where QJ has a depth z(Q3, Q3, G) of 4 ft and Q, has a depth :(Q,, QJ. G) of 8 ft. Let 
QX and Ql have the same separation of 4 ft as Ql and Q,, with Q3 closer to G. The only 
difference is that Q3 lies 100 ft to the right of G. Which trend, Q,Ql or Q3QA, affects the 
depth Z, more? Clearly, Q, Q2 should have a much greater impact on Z,. To make certain 
that nearby trends were weighted even more strongly than trends farther away, the team 
assigned a weighting factor of the inverse square of the distance G(Z, from the unknown 
grid point to the closer of the pair of data points. 
Continuing with this example, let us consider a slight variation (Fig. 5). Suppose Q, 
and Qz have the same depths and locations as before and that Q3 and Ql have the same 
depths of 4 and 8 ft, respectively. The difference is that this time Q3 lies 1 ft to the right 
of G, but Q4 lies another 100 ft further still to the right. Again, which trend is more 
significant? Obviously the trend Q, Q2 should have a greater effect. To remain consistent 
with our previous observation the trend term should be inversely proportional to the square 
of the separation distance QlQ2. Then our total trend term so far that accounts for the 
distance between the unknown grid point G and the closer of a pair of given points Q, , 
together with the separation distance QIQ2. has a total weighting factor proportional to 
the inverse of the sum of the squares of a, and Q, Qz. 
Restricting ourselves to one dimension, let us combine both the weighted average term 
and the trend term as they now stand with their inverse-square Lveighting. Remembering 
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Fig. 4. Trend QIQ~ is more signiticant than trend Fig. 5. Trend Q,Q: is more significant than trend 
QXQ,. Q,Q,. 
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to normalize the expression. the formula gives us 
-7 
AQ,. Q,. GltliGQ~-1 
--I 
+ z.c!&. Qz, G)(l/GQ:-1 
-_) 
*q = 
f :(Q,. Qz, G)I/(GQ,- A KQz', 
-, 
_ 
liGQ,- -I- l!al’ f l/(GQ,' + Q,Q2') 
4(1/16) + 8(1/63) + O(U(16 + 16)) _ CL’ = 
1116 t 1164 + l/(16 + 16) 
: i’ = 3.4. 
We do get a reasonable result (Fig. 6). 
Let US return to the original example where we have just one pair of given points Q, 
and and the grid point Now suppose this one-dimensional 
becomes two (Fig. 7). unknown point moves slightly the line 
necting the given points. unknown point probably just the surface 
the water (Z,v = 01, but an uncertainty is introduced which is related to the perpendicular 
distance from the unknown point to the line. Remember, the closest given point with a 
depth of 4 ft is Q, and the other given point is Q:. The shortest segment from G to the 
line intersects the line at point P. As G moves farther from the line, we can say with less 
and less certainty that it just meets the surface (Z, = 0). When point G was on the line. 
it had depth Z, equal to Z, which was zero. As the unknown point G moves off the line 
and the distance ?? becomes larger, Z, is less likely to equal Z,. Then the likelihood 
that Z,V is equal to Z, is inversely proportional in some manner to the distance GP. 
Keeping with the spirit of our earlier conclusions, the approximation to Z, at any 
unknown point G should be inversely proportional to the square of the perpendicular 
distance GP. This means that trends will be weighted even more strongly if a point G is 
closer to a trend line between two known points. The easiest way to include all the effects 
of changes in depth was to say that the value at G, Z,, would be equal to a weighted 
average of all the Z, values, where P is the point of intersection on the line to the per- 
pendicular segment connecting the line to G. The total weighting factor now has to consider 
three distances: the perpendicular segment @, the distance from G to the closer of the - 
given pair GQ, , and the distance of separation of the given points Q,Qz. Remaining 
consistent with earlier results, the weighting factor of the trend term becomes the inverse 
of the sum of the squares of @, GQ, , and Q, Q2. 
So, the trend effect on an unknown grid point G is then an average over all pairs of 
data points of the value of the depth at each perpendicular intersection Z,,,. weighted by 
the inverse of the sum of the squares of the perpendicular distance to the trend line a;. 
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Fig. 6. Using neighted average plus trend. Z, = 3.1. .kgrrs \bith e.xpsctation 
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the distances GP. GQI + Qf Q:. 
- 
the distance to the closer of the pair GQi, and the separation distance of the pair mj. 
This sum must be normalized by dividing by the sum of one over the squares of GPi, 
CQi, and mj. The formula is 
The beauty of this formula for the trend term is that the initial weighted-average term 
falls out as a special case. We sum over all i and from j equals i to N. (so as not to 
count any pair of points twice). Note that when i equals j, we are considering the trend 
line of just one point Qi, so the perpendicular distance Cpi and the separation distance 
QiQi go to zero and we are left with the weighted average. This makes our formula for 
the trend term the entire formula for our approximation to unknown grid points. 
After approximating all the points on the irregularly spaced 14 x 14 grid, the team 
could use the IMSL bicubic spline routine to create many more approximations. The 
bicubic spline routine generated a much finer, regularly spaced 50 x 50 grid by inter- 
polating 5’0 points in the I direction along each irregularly spaced _Y grid line, and then 
interpolating 50 points in the 4’ direction along each new regularly spaced .r grid line. The 
team then used a graphics package from the Mathlib program to plot detailed three-di- 
mensional and two-dimensional grid and contour maps of the ocean floor. 
TESTING 
Testing the model is easy. Find a topographical map of several similarly-sized areas 
of the ocean bed. Take 14 random data points from each, and apply the model to them. 
Compare the actual maps with the plots generated by the model. 
RESULTS 
Please examine the attached plots of the ocean bottom. The two danger zones shallower 
than 5 ft are highlighted by red contour lines. The danger regions are close to the two 
initial data points with depths of 4 ft, as expected. 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
The strength of this model is that it accounts not only for the depth of the given data. 
but also the trend or slope of the data points. The weakness of the model was caused by 
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the inclination of the team to treat the problem more seriously as a problem in numerical 
analysis rather than as a problem in navigation. That is why there is a “safe” channel 
between the two shallow points. From a numerical analyst’s point of view. there is no 
reason why that channel cannot exist; but from a navigator’s point of vielv, it may be 
considered unsafe to sail between two known shallow points. This discrepancy could 
easily be corrected by placing more weight on shallow data than deep water data. 
APPENDIX 
The graphs (l-10) of the data are as follows. 
GI I. Linear 
X axis 
surface fitting of the approximated depth at the I4 x I4 grid points before 
interpolation. 
bicubic spline 
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Graph 2. Front vice 1D grid map after bicubic \pline in~srpolarion 
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X axis 
Graph 3. Front view 3D contour map after bicubic splinr interpolation 
Graph 4. Right view 3D grid map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
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Graph 5. Right view 30 contour map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
Graph 6. Back view 3D grid map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
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Graph 7. Back view 3D contour map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
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Graph 8. Left vie% 3D grid map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
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Graph 9. Left view 3D contour map after bicubic spline interpolation. 
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Graph IO. 2D contour map. Danger areas are enclowd b) black lines. 
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xmented interpolation program 
7rogra.-, ir,tezpo:ate generates a grid map Of the oceaz floor fro= the 1: 
rair daza points of Vectile. First, inte_rpo:ate drasrs ar. irregularly 
spaced I: x 14 grid that passes through 
?oz each grid point that 
the giyrer, x a;.d y data values. 
is not a given data value, izterpolate uses the 
.:rocedure Weighted_Average to go:crate an a?proxina:ion. 
Jeigtted average approxha~es each non-data irregular 
all <?e data values weighted by the izvezse square of 
grid point bv averaging 
the separation distance. 
.ieighted Average also considers "trends'* ir~ the deptn of the other data 
points. -The attached paper explains this ":rend" approximation ix detail. 
7nce an approximation has been generated over the ir=eqJLarly soaced grid, a 
regularly spaced, fine =es:h grid is created by calling the bic&ic spline 
I:?SL mutine, Isc-:U. _- 9:s IXSL rcutine interpolates 50 ( = Grid Size) points 
13 the x directicn alshg each of the irregular y grid lines, a;ld ?hen 
ihtersolates 5: points in 
x grid line, 
the y direction. alobg each new regularly spaced 
using cubic splir.es in each direction. 
Ihe advantage of calling the LXSL bit-blo spline rsutize (irhich re-ires at 
least aa irregularly spaced grid as input) is that I3CIEU runs nut< taster 
-_har. the initial aooroxization algoritbza used by Weighted-Average, %?.ich is 
:oJlputationally inefficient esoecially if larger nunbers of initial data 
points *Jere given. however, vitb the aid of the bicubic soline routine, 
orogran interpclate geherates a s~looth, detailed approxination to the oce3.7 
flcor extremely guicklf. ?r=grazz izteTcla=e executes in just ova: thirt'i 
seconds. } 
.:5-_ 
;I = 1:; ( No. of data points ) 
Grid Size = SO; 
-Low_? = 79; 
x-step = 2.5; 
LOW Y = -100: 
Y_Sfep = S: 
I.ldex_"ype = l..N: 
Grid-Type = l..Grid Size; 
vectcr = array[IndejZ_Type] of real; 
matrix = array[izdex_Type, Index Type] of zeal; 
CutVector = a:ray[Grid_TEe] of -real; 
Out_Xatrix = array[Grid_?ype, Grid-Type] of real: 
Work Vector = array[l..(x-1) l : 7 N] of real: - 
- 
-x,Y: vector; 
?: matrix: 
XL, YL: Cut vector: 
PL: Out Xatfix; 
w: worE vector; 
II.;(: iziteger; ( Error Parameter ) 
X Vet, Y Vet, Z_Vec: vector; 
Pfec_"icTile 
( Used to store the giver. x,y, & z data ) 
CubicPile, 
vecfile: text: 
IO- bicubic spline IXSL rcutixe follows. ) 
lcedcre 13CI2U( 
F: matrix; ( 
IFD: Index_FITe ; ( 
x: vector; ( 
NX: Ir.dex_Type; ( 
Y: vector; ( 
NY: Index-Type; ( 
xi: out vector; ( 
NXL: Grrd Ty3e: ( 
YL: out Vzct&: 
N7i: Grzd_Type: 
(INPUT) hX by NY matrix containing the functio:. values. 
P[i,j] is the input function value at tSe point 
(X[i], Y[j]) for i=l..!JX and j = l..NY ) 
(INPUT) Row dinezsion of the matrix F. ) 
(1NPUT)Vector of leng’,? KY.. 
X must be sorted into ascending order. } 
(IXPDT) Number of eiesents of X. NX zust be >= 2. } 
(INPUT) Vector of leno NY. 
2 must.be sorted into-ascending order. ) 
fINPUT) Number of elements in Y. NY must be >- 2.) 
(INPUT) Vector of lengt? NXL. ) 
(InPUT) Number of elements in XL. ) 
(INPUT) Vector of length hYL. ) 
(INPUT) Nu&oer of elements in YL. 
Note that the coordinate pairs (XL[i], YL[j]) fez 
i - l..NXL and j - l..?rrL. give the points at %hich 
the intezpolatozy bicubic spline is to be evaluated. 
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): 
?Ys_N : 
be >= to nax(NY;, NY) since i: is also csed as 7or.kizg 
storage during the cozqutazizz. ) 
( (ZXXT) Row dhension ot c.".e =a:rix P;. } 
( Xark vector oi lezg'_h rax( (hX-1)*3, (!T:-1)*3 + !T!). ) 
( (OU??tT). Ezzcz Parameter. 
T%xINA; I?..xlP.: 
IER = 129 (I'D is less t::az XX), 
I2 = 130 (IILD is less than Nx;), 
13. = 131 (NX is less thaz i), 
In. = 132 (NY is less than I), 
1st = 133 (Vector X is ~0: i:: ascer.dkz crdez), 
IER = 134 (Vector Y is no: in ascending order). 
W.ZUI?IG LnOR: 
IEX - 37 (XL[l] < Xjl] or x-i11 > X[!iXI), 
IEIi = 38 (YL[l] < Y[l] or 1L!1! > Y;xX;). ) 
:ceCure exor( 133: ixeger): 
.- _ ._.. 
case IL3 of 
37: ;rritelr,('WiLIUI?IG. XL[l] < X[1] 0: XL(l] > x[?rx).'); 
38: 'Ziteh( 'WA?.NING. YLrl] < Y[l] or YL[1: > Y[xY].'); 
129: vziteln('ERZ7OP.. I?!3 is less than NX.'); 
130: ;iriteln('Z?-SCR. i?LD is less tSan NX;.'!; 
131: ;rriteh.: 'x:IU.CR. NX 1s less tSan 2.'); 
132: i-zizeln('~?.?.cE. h'Y is less than 2.'); 
133: vriteln ('EXXCR. Vector X is not in ascezdizg 0rCer. '; : 
134: -6rirelr.( ‘Z?T.CR. vect3z Y is not i-& as-o-a: -- or<a=. () ; c-..-_..y 
e.l.! :
: : 
” . zcec’,cre C”:_5’Jt ( z L. out_Katrix) : 
3ut Put *cites tSe satrrx, FL, c0ntaxxr.g tSe flzal results to t:1e file, 
pAic'ile* ) 
r 
i,;: Grii_?me; 
gin 
rewrite(CxbicFile): 
fOZ i:= 1 to Grid Size do 
for j:= 1 to Grid Size do 
if ( (75.0 < XE[i]) and ( XL[i] < 200.0) ) and 
( (-SO.0 < YLij]) and ( YL[j! < 150.0) ) then 
writeln(C"icFile, X;[i], Yi[j], z:;i,j]); 
-ccec'-'ze Sezd_Gut( F: satrix); 
Se-d Out wrifes the values of the initial rgprzxiaation t3 the 
file; ?recuS~cFile. ) 
Z 
i,j: Ir.Cex_?yp: 
sin 
ewr:te (?rec-SxF:le): 
‘CZ I:= 1 to x co 
fcr j:= 1 to N do 
-..iteln(?reczbic?ile, X(i), Y(j], ?[i,jj): 
ccedure soz=( var V: vector) : 
sorts a vector i-to ascer.ding order. This is zecessaq t9 call the 
Ix; bic"ic sgline rcutine. ) 
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beg3 
tezl=:= vci;; 
TIcij := ;:j j ; 
V[j]:= tezp: 
er.d ; 
5: 
:cedure tr32s~ose( 
var A: arl-ay:Lcver_sc~:nd..l'3per acczd: Grid_Tpe: 
Lower..Upger: Grid-Tvze] of zeei: - -- 
size: Grid'r,e): 
cj1.2 
fez i:= 1 to size do 
_‘cr j:= i+l t3 size do 
begLn 
teT?:= A:i,j]: 
xrl,j]:= X:j,ij; 
a;j,i::= :a-?; 
end ; 
2: 
begin 
X;;i!:= Low X + (i - 1) l x S=P?: 
YL[i]:= Low-Y i (i - 1) l YISte?; - 
e-d; 
2: 
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xtion Data ?oict(i,j: Index Tne): boolean: - -_ 
Cata_?oint dete_sines if the grid poi7.t (i,j) is tile of ';_e giver? data. } 
Z 
:< : integer: 
fcc.?d : boolean: 
( tind cut t.'.e compcnent of X_Vec to which X(i) ccrrespczds. 
k:= 0; 
flux":= FALSE: 
repeat 
k:= k&l; 
until (k = 
if X Vec[k] 
N) or (X_Vec[k] = X[i]); 
= X[i] then 
ii Y Vec[k] = Y[j] then 
fcund:= TPJJE: 
( same Y cosponent? } 
Cata_Point:= found: 
d: 
ccticn z(i,j: Index-Type): real; 
?J?.ction z returns the z valze of the data point at the 
grid coordinate (i,j). ) 
Z 
k: Index-Type; 
found: boolean: 
( Pi-d the X_Vec ccmpocent to which X;i] corresponds ) 
:<:= 0: 
fcucd:= FALSE; 
i repea, 
k:= k A 1; 
until (k = N) cr (X_Vec[kj - X[i]); 
if X Vec[k] = X[i] then 
i? Y Vec[k] = Y[j] then 
f%Cd:= TPUZ; 
if fsund then 
z:= Z_Vec[k] 
else 
writeln('2rror. 2 value not found.'); 
: ; 
:zticn Weighted_*Jerage(i,j: Index_T_qe): real; 
Weighted Average generates the initial approximation at Ca 
irregulafly qaced grid points. } 
( G is the grid point (i,j), 
Ql is the closer of the data points k and 1, 
Q2 is the farther, 
P is the point of intersection of the perpendicular lize from 
G to the line passing through Ql ar.d QZ, 
C-Q1 is the distance from G to Ql, 
QlQ2 is the distance fros Ql to Q2, etc. ) 
:c, 1, closer, farther: Index Tme; - 1. 
xp, Yp, zp. P, 
GQl_sguared, GQZ_sguared, 
C-7 sq.!ared, 
c1a2, 
delta z, 
PQL, PQ2, 
N;merator_Suc, Cenominator_Suzn: real; 
i\ruce:ator Sue:= 0; 
Cecosinato, -- sus:= 0; 
for k:= 1 t: N do 
for l:= k t3 N do begin 
C-Q: squared:= SQR( X_Vec[k] - X;i]) + SQII( Y_Vec[k: - Y[j]); 
if K = 1 then 
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( L&en k = 1, ‘ie sizlple weigkted average will be talc-lated. ) 
begin 
N-erator Suza: = Yaerator _S’CI + Z_Vec [kj/ GCl sq~a-_ed: 
Demm~inat~r_Sun:= Cenomir.ator_S~~ i 1/ GQ1 sqiared: 
end 
else 
( If k <> 1, tber, the effect of tse trend h-etween t5-P de:t% cf 
of the data points k and 1 on the grid ooint (i,j) is 
calculated us.ir.3 a weighted linear appr&ixatior.. 12 oc:ler ..Co:-'s, 
'15'Zg tie sloce of tZe dept'_ betxeex k and 1 veig;lted by : the 
imerse s-a=; cf the pe~endicular distaxe 
poi;lt, G, 
between _-he ;r-< 
ar.d t!ze poirx of intersection, I; t5e inverse sc~-are 
of the clcses: Cistance bet-dew G ar.d k or 1: ar,d t.",e Fx&sa 
spare of t5e se?aracion bezreen data points k ar.d 1. ) 
begin 
( Find the point of intersection, (X9, Yp). ) 
a:= (‘I vecrki - v vecr1ii / (‘x vecrk: - x vecr1:); 
Yp:= m * ( x3 - X VeC[k]) + Y_Vec[:kj; 
GQZ_sguared:i Spa7 X_Vec[l] - X[i]) i SQx( Y_Vec[l! - Y;jj): 
QlQ2:a SQRT( SQF!( X_Vec[k] - X_Vec[l,]) i SQa( Y_Vec[:kj - '!_':ec:Lj) 
GP_smared:= SCZ( XJ - Xjrj) i SQR( Ys - Y[j]); 
( Ql is always considered to be the closer than 02. Now decide 
Qk is Ql (is closer than Ql). ) 
if GQl s*ared < GQZ_swared then ( Qk is closer ) 
begIn 
closer:= k; 
farther:= 1; 
end 
else 
begin 
closer:= 1: 
faz-t%zr:= k; 
( GQl_squared must reztain the closast distance. ) 
Gpl 
er,dj 
spared:= GQ2_sqared: 
PQl:= SQP.T( SQP.( Xp - X_Vec[ closer]) i 
%a( Yp - Y_Vec[ closer])): 
PQ2:= SQaT( SGR( X7 - X_Vec( farther]) f 
SQR( Yp - Y vec[ fart>er])); 
delta z:= 2 Vec[ closer7 - Z_vec[ farther]; 
if Q132 > P52 then 
delta-z:= -delta-z; 
( Calculate t:?e deoth, Zp, at the point of intersection. ) 
Z>:= delta-z l ?Ql/ QlQ2 + 2 VeC[ ClOSerj; 
Nmerator_ Sm:= Xcmerator SG i 
Zp/ (GP squared + GQl_swared c SQ?.(QlQz)); 
Denomrnator_Scl:= Deno&.ator Su - 
1/ (GP_sqafed - 
end; ( else ) 
GQI_s~ared + SC3(QlQ2)): 
efid: ( f3z I begin ) 
Weighted-Average:= Nmerator_Scs/ Denoninatsr_Su: 
i : 
:cedure Init_f( var 7: matrix): 
’ j: -, Index_?.ce: 
:i:. 
'5-r i:= 1 to N do 
for j:= 1 to N do 
if no: Cata_?oint(i ,j) then 
P[i,j]:= Weigh=ed_Average(I,j) 
else 
?[i,j]:= z(i,j): 
: 
515 
.*******************x********.****** xair! l **********************T11*rt*ftC ) 
576 
--fr_--. , 
______ j i, :i, :c , :i , ‘i’ , x , :<: , 
13; ; 
=--eLI--l;’ 
..__-_ \___., : 
zrY.s;csa:t:, C-riC_ji;e> ; 
-.__ 7,._ ,:- \ 
---_- --\_-, : 
